# Identity Fraud Expense Reimbursement

## TOP 5 REASONS YOU NEED COVERAGE

1. According to the FBI, identity fraud is one of the fastest-growing crimes in America, affecting **one in every 20 consumers**.¹

2. On average, it takes an individual more than **37 hours away from work and $535 in out-of-pocket expenses**² to clean up the mess caused by an identity thief.

3. The number of data breaches has been increasing each year; for those who receive a data breach notification, the odds of being a fraud victim jump to one in four.²

4. Offline methods are some of the **top known causes of identity fraud**, including burglary, stolen wallets and pilfered identifications.³

5. Identity Fraud Expense Reimbursement coverage for your employees or members can be a **compelling addition to your benefits suite** at a fraction of the cost of traditional benefits.

While there’s no single tool to entirely prevent fraud, there are compelling services that can reduce your risk for fraud, and more importantly, provide immediate assistance in the event of identity fraud. Identity Fraud Expense Reimbursement coverage with resolution services from Travelers provides the protection an individual needs. Travelers is an industry leader in product, claim and innovation with proven experience as the first carrier to offer an identity fraud product in the insurance marketplace.
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2. Open Security Foundation 2012 Report
3. 2011 Travelers Claim Report

Available through the **Wrap⁺**, **SelectOne⁺** and **Executive Choice⁺** suite of products
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